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Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes

American Fork, Utah

24/7

Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes
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Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes
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Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes

American Fork, Utah

24/7

Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes

American Fork, Utah
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Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes

American Fork, Utah
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Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes

American Fork, Utah
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Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes

American Fork, Utah

24/7

Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       



Full QC includes:
 • Patient merging
 • Moving
 • Deleting
 • Importing
Data management is available in the administration console

Role-based permissions allow trusted users to:
 • Create and remove annotations
 • Import or remove data
 • Modify patient and exam information
 • Split or merge studies

Novarad allows users numerous ways to manage exceptions within 
the Administrative Console. These exceptions include:
 • Merging patients
 • Studies
 • Correcting patient and study information
 • Deleting patients and studies.
Patient exceptions with missing data are marked in red for quick
identification and patients with duplicate exceptions are marked
with a “+” sign. 

Each user will have their own profile stored on the server. When they 
login, the user preference will be applied. Role-based permissions 
and functions are also applied upon login. 

 • Tech
 • Radiologist

Novarad system can be configured per user or per role based with 
almost unlimited customization of hot-keys and features. Users can 
choose from di�erent color schemes, font sizes and icon sizes. 

Novarad has both Medical Groups and Patient Groups features which
ensure that only users with the appropriate rights gains access to the
patient record. 

Yes, you can change the queue in the PACS Admin Console.   

Novarad supports image compression according to ACR guidelines.
Both loss-less and lossy compression are available to administrators 
via PACS Admin Console.

Novarad has a built-in HIPAA Log located in the Admin Console. 
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Administrator Functions

Describe your Quality Check (QC) Tool Set
functionality

Describe your ability to split/merge studies, fix
annotations and edit exams

Does Novarad o�er exception management
capabilities?

Do administrators have the ability to customize the
viewing theme based on user or role?

What are the di�erent roles available for PACS 
users

Describe the PACS solution’s capability to
customize the look and feel of the client. 

How can the viewer be configured so that access is
restricted to only users with the right to view the
patient record?

Once images or exams have been fetched, can you
dynamically change the priority if there is a
processing/priority queue?  

Do you compress images? If yes, please describe
methods, technologies, performance & integrity
impact.  

Describe audit capabilities of the application from 
HIPAA perspective. 

Novarad o�ers multiple collaboration tools including:
 • Peer review
 • Preliminary workflow
NovaPACS can also launch any third party software your organization
may be using. 

Novarad’s HTML-5 Viewer for referring providers. We also o�er a 
web-based diagnostic viewer that can use single sign-on for patients 
and colleagues. Novarad also has full integration to burn CDs or 
create thumb-drives on demand. We have strictly maintained the 
DICOM standards and are capable of routing to any other PACS.

 • NovaPACS features a “notes” app that works between all
    users on the PACS, and does not become part of the patient 
    record. 
 • Novarad can also fax, print, or send an email link. 
 • The preliminary impressions within the PACS can allow
    Physicians and Radiologists to communicate.
 • NovaPACS has the capability to utilize smartphone apps to
    communicate with referring doctors and radiologists such as
    critical findings and stroke protocol

Images are distributed via standard DICOM 3.0 protocol on TCP/IP
network. These images can be routed to di�erent node via DICOM 
transfer and for remote locations, VPN and SSL encryption and 
recommended.  PACS/RIS Admin Console is available to the
administrator for any RIS consolidation.

Advanced filters may be utilized, and have the ability to assign studies 
to specific users for the purpose of rounding

Studies may be assigned to a particular physician by any authorized 
user and will display on their own assigned worklist.

 • STAT 
 • High
 • Medium
 • Low
 • Routine

Studies can be elected to display by study priority (i.e. Stat, High, 
Medium, Routine). Status may also be elevated within the PACS if 
desired.

Outside images will have di�ering facility identifiers that can be sorted 
or filtered. Users may also modify studies for specific designation

Techs may verify studies within the PACS, designating them as having
been reviewed and ready for interpretation.

Novarad fully supports and allows for the importing of outside images
from CD/DVD and USB.

Studies may be elected as Peer Review and assigned to specific 
users for the Peer Review workflow. All Peer Review reports can be 
retrieved and exported

Clinical Workflow

Describe the collaboration capabilities within the 
PACS system

Describe the methods available for sharing
colleagues located inside or outside the
organization. 

What are the di�erent tool sets that facilitate
communication (for Providers, Technologists
or Clerical)?

How does the PACS distribute the image to the 
whole Enterprise, include the consolidation work-
flow with RIS and the EMR. 

How does the PACS provide real-time worklist 
creation  for location specific rounding?

How can physicians gain access to these worklists
without manual data entry?

What are the standard exam priorities?

Describe how the Exam Prioritizations can be 
managed  within your system.

How are outside images distinguished (e.g., 
separate worklists)? If so, what is the qualifier
/parameter?

Outline the tech workflow - Verified vs. Complete

What would the process be with your system for 
uploading of Outside Images?

Describe the Peer Review functionality 

Novarad PACS can accept any image from any location. Images can also be
separated by location. 

Yes, this is an option in the study browser. Select the study and create a 
teaching �le

 •  Alert the radiologist when patients might be di�erent and allows
    the radiologist to look at the records and make the decision.
 •  Prevent dictation on a prior. Novarad has collaboration tools such as
    verify checkout and review to prevent double-reads
 •  Peer review and study utilization and also temporarily lock studies if
    they are being edited.
 •  Calibration warning if they attempt to calibrate an image that does
    not have the correct pixel value sent. 
 •  Acknowledge that there is appropriate light present in order to read.

Yes, there are highly visible alerts which require the user acknowledgment
if there are multiple patient records open at the same time.

Di�erent locations are available through a central server where the
physician is accessing images

 •  Diagnostic Viewer
 •  LITE Viewer
 •  HTML-5 viewer
 •  Single sign-on viewer
For both non-DICOM and DICOM images, Novarad o�ers a �exible HTML-5
Universal Viewer which connects to a VNA solution

Yes, images can be dynamically retrieved and viewed. While �rst few 
images are downloaded, the rest of the studies will be download in the 
background. The performance will be varied by bandwidth and study size. 

Prefetching is based on the RIS schedule. PACS will route images based on 
the route rules to the viewing application for any patients that are in the RIS
schedule up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled procedure. In the admin
console of the PACS, the retrieval of prior studies can based on  similar
modality, similar study descriptions, anatomy involved or related proce-
dures. You can also select the maximum number of priors you would like to 
see. This ensures your network isn’t getting bogged down with unneces-
sary priors.

Critical results can be initiated using a single click within the viewer. All 
applicable information to the critical study including referring physician
contact information and comments are immediately available, and all
tracking information can be exported as a report for auditing purposes.

Novarad allows for uploading of scanned documents in both the RIS and
in the PACS. 
 •  In the RIS, they will be available in “scanned document folder”. 
 • In the PACS they will be available as next series in the study with the
   time that it was stamped.  
NovaPACS has “Checked Out” status preventing overwriting.

What is the process in which the PACS can be used
for the viewing of images produced at strategic
partnership sites?

Does the system have the ability to automatically
anonymize or “alias” DICOM data as it is pushed to
a research or teaching fileserver, including
information burned in images?

What Quality Control tools (Radiologist/Technolo-
gist) does the system have?

Are there visible alerts when there are multiple 
patients open?

Describe how the viewer solution provides access 
to images that may span multiple geographically
distributed image sources.

How will users be able to access and view images 
and studies that may span multiple image sources 
(PACS, VNA, Cloud, etc.)?

Describe how the solution can dynamically retrieve
and view studies that were not routed in advance. 
Can it display studies not completely moved to the 
server?

Can the system fetch more than one exam at a time
(e.g., for multiple patients) and how are they
prioritized?

Describe any special critical results reporting
capabilities.

Does your system allow for the uploading of 
scanned documents? If so, how does that impact 
the display of subsequent images? Does it change 
the arrival time of the first image to be the time of 
the scanned document? Or does it leave it as a 
separate first image arrival time?

DICOM printing and paper printing via Windows OS.

Images are temporarily cached on local hard drive and will be 
removed after user is logged o�

Yes

Novarad supports dual servers on-site with separate UPS battery 
backup. The primary server replicates to a backup server in real time. 
Each server  has RAID-50 configuration for redundancy of multiple 
hard disk failure.

When the client is accessing the PHI via the Web, the information on 
the local hard drive is wiped once the user logs o�

Intranet should be gigabit. Internet should be 10MB up and down.

Windows 7 or higher

Windows Server 2012R

Apple iOS 9 or higher

Yes, Novarad supports standard DICOM 3.0

Yes

Yes, with required network bandwidth.

Yes

Novarad allows for scripting  for local integration using XML, Filedrop, 
TCP/IP and other API formats.

A typical integration would launch our viewers through a secure URL
(GUID) that is provided to the EMR via HL7 (ORM or ORU is support-
ed.) Single sign-on and synchronization between the systems is also
supported.

The EMR will send a “Study-Open” message to NovaPACS with a given
accession number. If the study has been accessed before, NovaPACS 
will  retrieve the study images from the local disk cache. Otherwise, it 
will request and download the images from the server. NovaPACS 
does not wait to open the study until all images are retrieved. Rather,
it will display the images that it has while it continues to download 
images. 

Can the system indicate that multiple people have 
the same studies or images open or being edited?

Does the system provide any record-level locking to 
prevent overwriting due to multiple people simulta-
neously editing the study/image?

What are your system’s printing capabilities?

Infrastructure and Workflow

Are studies temporarily stored locally (PC), or are 
they retransmitted every time they are opened?

Are images transmitted in background while viewing
a study?

Please describe how business continuity is 
designed for within your architecture?

Describe how the solution secures protected health
information (PHI) in the client application

What are the network requirements for your 
solution?

What are the OS requirements for the Radiologists
workstation?

What are the OS requirements for the server?

What are the OS requirements for the mobile
application?

Ability to map user roles to existing AD groups?

Zero PHI remaining in cache?

Auto-logout configurable?

First Image loads in less than 3 seconds?

Interface/Integration

Describe scripting capability to permit local integra-
tion or extension of features?

If properly configured, would the solution be able to
launch studies from an EMR? If so, what configura-
tion details should be noted?

NovaPACS provides a limited-use token to access images when 
launched from an EMR. This token is encrypted and provides no 
authentication credentials over the wire and only allows access to that 
individual study for that authorized user. 

Yes

American Fork, Utah

24/7

Support personnel initially triage calls into support to identify the
appropriate support person to assist. Typical response time from an
engineer is less than five minutes

Yes, Novarad o�ers a comprehensive client portal. This provides 
access to videos, documentation, how-to articles, tips and tricks,
and important information such as training schedules professional 
services.

Novarad has over 100 customizations available to tailor the optimal 
work-flow to the individual user’s preferences. Highlights include the 
ability to:
 • Toggle on and o� functionality to show non-reviewed STAT
     studies at the top of the worklist, regardless of filter settings
 • Adjust the font size and color theme of the study browser 
 • Choose the location of the “Choose Series” box in the
    Diagnostic Viewer
All tool sets can be customized to the user, and all mouse functions 
and keyboard functions can also be customized.

Novarad allows configuration based on all roles, individual roles, as 
well as individual users within the system. All individual configurations 
follow the user to all workstations.

All 2D features with annotation, window/level, zoom, pan, cross 
reference, point cross localization, etc. are available to all users and 
may be set as user-based or role-based preferences, as desired.

Novarad features native:
 • 3D
 • MIP
 • MPR
 • Virtual Colonography
 • Image Fusion
All directly within the PACS viewer without the need for 3rd party or 
separate workstations.

Please describe how an EMR integration works with
your image management algorithm (pre-fetching,
if applicable, from archive to active storage).

When launched from an EMR, will PACS maintain 
the user security at the individual level?  

Support

Where is your support department or call center
located?

When is your support site operational?

When calling for support, do we speak to an 
engineer or call-desk personnel?  What is the 
typical response time from an engineer?

Is there easy access to online help and tutorials?

Viewer

Describe any customizations to the study browser/
viewer that are available.

Describe configuration options (i.e. Hanging 
Protocol Configuration - System vs. Individual)

Describe the available 2D clinical tool set, such as
window/level, zoom, series linking, measurements, 
etc.
  
Is it customizable to user profiles and preferences?

Novarad o�ers specific tools for cardiology environments including:
stenosis measurement and structured reporting. In addition, the 
Universal Viewer is both DICOM and non-DICOM capable and allows 
any specialty to upload relevant objects generated at the point of care 
to the database for later retrieval for viewing and consultation.

Yes, Novarad allows 3D to launch natively within the PACS. This 
creates a more e�cient and cost-e�ective means for the radiology 
workflow

On-the-fly and customized advanced filters may be applied based on 
user preference for e�cient access to desired study

Yes

Yes, NovaPACS can launch multiple studies simultaneously.

The system references the worklist as it has been sorted by the user to
launch the next series; however, the user may select the order in 
which the studies are opened.

Users may choose to display all comparison studies that they consider 
to be relevant.

NovaPACS has a built-in anonymized function.

Annotations are saved based on user- or role-based permission and 
may be deleted by those permitted to do so.

The system o�ers the magnifying glass in the image viewer, with 
variable magnification levels and lens sizes 

Our LITE Viewer may be accessed by any browser including Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, etc. 

The Diagnostic Viewer uses .NET and requires Internet Explorer 10 or
higher. 

The Universal Viewer and HTML-5 viewer can be accessed via any 
web browser that supports HTML-5. such as Chrome and Safari.

Novarad has native MIP, MPR, and 3D, as well as virtual colonography 
built directly into the viewer. All reconstructions created may be saved 
to the study as single images, multi-image series, and 3D rotations.

Yes, NovaPACS has role-based permissions and functions.

MPR, MIP, and 3D are built directly into the viewer, without the need 
for 3rd party integration. It has been developed and is maintained, 
supported, and enhanced directly by Novarad. 

What types of Advanced Imaging Tools do you have
with the product, i.e. MIPS, Image fusion.
Please provide examples.

Does the application support 3D imaging? 

Describe any filtering functionality that the solution
can provide to get a relevant view

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
comparison?

Can the solution provide side-by-side study
of interpretation?

Describe how the solution supports image review 
for multiple image-enabled clinical applications 
running concurrently.

How many images, studies, series, sequences,
time points, and comparison studies will your
workstation application accommodate?

If necessary, how does the system de-identify 
images when exported?

How are annotations saved?  Can they be set to 
either automatically save or not?

Describe the magnifying lens capability for plain film
viewing.

Specify the browsers/versions that are supported 
by the solution.   
      
Describe the advanced image viewer capabilities?

Does the system allow for modification of the viewer
presentation that can be customized for host
application, user role, and user location, example
(example: Role Based Access Control)

Describe the  level of integration of MPR, MIP and
3D in the viewer. 

Does the viewer clearly display the number of 
images in a study? 

Does the system support any image filtering 
functions to correct flaws or enhance images?

Yes. We aslo o�er an optional “image index”which displays both the
current image and the total number of images in the series.

Yes

Yes

NovaPACS diagnostic viewer can be accessed via laptops with an 
ACR approved monitor which enables use for diagnostic purposes.  
Our iPad  App, HTML5 and LITE viewer are accessible via most mobile 
devices. These access points, which are intended for more for 
referring physician use, are not 510K approved at this time. 

All Novarad software, including the Diagnostic Viewer, can be 
accessed via Web without any loss of functionality. 

NovaOrtho has a templating feature for orthopedic surgeons.

Each user can configure their own HP and save it to the preferences. 
A user can have multiple preferences.

Yes

Yes

Novarad allows user-level customization of display preferences for all
modalities, including Nuc Med as to enhance the speed and e�cien-
cy of the user’s workflow

Novarad allows users to be able to create and save multi-planar
reconstructions (axial, coronal, sagittal, and oblique) of any multi-slice
modality directly within the PACS

We partner with Syntermed to provide the best in Nuclear Medicine
cardiac viewing including both gated and wall motion.

Yes

NovaPACS features an advanced spine labeling tab that includes:
 • Coplanar
 • Coplanar on non-matching image slice locations
 • Coplanar non-matching image slices locations in di�erent
    series
 • Heads-up view can also be seen in the axial plane

Yes

Is data presented in the same way every time?
  

Does the system have mobile capabilities? (iPad, 
tablet, smartphone)? Are they 510k approved for 
diagnostic use?

Can the software be accessed on any secure 
device?

Is there any loss of functionality?

Describe any special ortho image viewer
capabilities?

Describe the hanging protocol (HP) functionality.
 
Do you support fully integrated 3D imaging and on
the fly MPRs, MIPs?

Do you support side by side linking that is adaptive
(e.g. comparing inspiratory vs expiratory images)?

Does your system have the ability to store image
annotations in standardized format (DICOM-SR) 
and export them in that form, rather than use some
proprietary, non-exportable format?

What is the system’s ability to properly display 
SPECT and SPECT/CT images as axial, coronal, 
and sagittal

Does the system have the ability to display dynami-
cally acquired Nuc Med studies such as GI bleeding 
and Mag-3 Renograms as movies/animations?

What is the system’s ability to display cardiac Nuc 
Med studies, including cardiac gated/wall motion?

Does the system utilize DDPs in a reliable and
customizable fashion? For example, can you
reliably display all recent MRI brain with most recent 
CT heads?

Describe your spine labeling capabilities.

Does the system have the ability to display mammo
grams as well as tomosynthesis images.

The system allows PET/CT display as well as image fusion including 
MPR capability, colorization, and annotation.

The system allows for calculation of SUV values within PET fusion
reconstruction.
 • Equalize histogram
 • Smooth
 • Sharpen
 • Local area contrast enhancement
 • Compute Max and Min slopes 
 • Reprocess 3D in linear, cubic and B-Spline

Fluoro studies may be set to automatically play back in the image 
viewer. The user may pause, advance, and change the playback 
speed, as well as create annotations and save key images within the 
cine sequence.

Yes 

Yes, Novarad o�ers 100 customization options that, once set up to
user preference, can be saved and shared. 

The “Restore from Backup” option allows users to restore their user
preferences from preference files that have been backed up automat-
ically on the NovaPACS server. This is helpful if users have had 
connection or server issues and their user preferences have been 
lost. Users will be able to see up to the last 10 user preference files 
that have been saved, and will be able to quickly restore their user 
preferences to a selected date.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which PET/CT Display capabilities are available?
Is PET quantification possible and, if so, what units 
can be displayed?

Describe any image reprocessing capabilities?

 

Describe any Cine (fluoro studies) capabilities

Does NovaPACS have flexible series layouts, 
portrait/landscape optimization as well as
auto-reconstruction?

Customizable viewing and tools based on role, user 
or environment?

Describe ability to save user preferences
Ability to auto-align anatomy?

Do user’s preferences carry over to all related
applications and di�erent devices?

Customizable HPs on system and user levels?

Ability to load multiple priors automatically based on
modality, body part, protocol?

Standard HPs based on modality/body part? (e.g.
Scout, Axials, Reformats in 4 X 4 for CT CHEST)

Native 3D capabilities – MIP, MPR, Volume
Rendering?

Included tools for Mammography, DBT and 
PET/CT, MR/PET?

Included or optional advanced visualization
modules for neurology, oncology, cardiology
and vessel analysis?

Yes, Novarad supports ROI over time

Yes

Cine studies are displayed and automatically play as they are inherited
from the modality (frame rate, compression). 

   

   
     

Cardio Viewer

Are serial measurements tabulated over time for
vascular and oncology?

Does the technology provide options for Automatic
Cine playback?

Are multiple cines linked, synced and cross
referenced?   

       


